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My background



Researcher at the Systems Biology Lab VU Amsterdam

• Lactobacillus –rich human vaginal microbiome. 

• Low diversity, low pH. Unique for humans.

• One lactic acid bacterium (Lactobacillus crispatus) 

strongly associated with good health outcomes

• Urogenital infections (STD’s incl HIV, UTI’s, 

HPV, HSV)

• Fertility

• Miscarriage / pregnancy loss / preterm birth

• Own research: bacterial carbohydrate metabolism.

crispatus.org



Oxford
British parliamentary debating tournament
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Science and opinion: two neatly separated worlds.



Science and opinion: two neatly separated worlds.

In reality strongly intertwined



Science: high trust, high expectations. Industry: Low trust, low expectations.

Vertrouwen in wetenschap – Monitor 2022. Rathenau Instituut

WUR
Industry

Me

Public-private partnerships: 
marriage between organisations
with high and low levels of trust.

Worked surprisingly well.
Many similarities: slow, lethargic, 
bureaucratic, with enthusiastic
innovative visionary professionals.

Who studied together.



Student in Leiden/Delft (2002-2008)

Ready to change the world with fermantation/enzymes/biomass.
• The future is fermented: low temperature, water as a solvent, biopowered

• Saccharomyces cerevisiae xylose (C5) fermentation

• Biobased products derived from biomethanol?

• Shell Gourami business challenge (2007): the future of biomethanol?

• Public-private partnerships: strongly intertwined with industry.

• Later at UvA (PhD), neighbours using cyanobacteria for chemical building 
block production.

Quote from a design project
Additionally, we exclude the 
gasification of biomass and Fischer-
Tropsch technology. 

This option, although tempting as a 
straightforward replacement of 
petrochemical syngas, was rejected. 
Gasification is considered too energy 
intensive and cannot be included in a 
green marketing scheme. 



It’s 2023: what happened to our biobased dreams?



Some impressive bioplastics companies.

Still after 30 years of investments, research, meetings like this, share of bioplastics is at 1-2%.

Bioplastics are still a niche.

Meanwhile, industry sounded like the great transition was always around the corner.



Industrial storytelling –
Or how to sell fossil fueled business in times of climate change

Looking green, 

nodding, 

cheering, 

Meanwhile not change a thing.

New climate action: extensive fines from

consumer authorities for greenwashing



Set ambitious targets, that will not be met.

FD: bioplastics from cute to scalable… 

‘is 1 extra cent for a Mars bar wrapper asking too much?

The answer is YES!Guardian

European Bioplastics Reuters.



Lots of fingerpointing: 

there are no buyers, 

there are no supplyers, 

there is no market, 

the consumer doesn’t care. 

The regulators don’t regulate. 

Nobody is willing to pay

We did not get enough subsidy.

(always the other)



Investing in small steps, intermediate steps,
unsustainable steps

• Still burning hydrocarbons
• Wiping emissions under the carpet.
• Ambitions for carbon neutrality in 2050 but no credible path.



Does biomass have a credible path?
Where are the C’s coming from?

Volkskrant

December 2022: Biodiesel from frying oils. USA: still corn as far as the eye can see.

For feedlots and bio-ethanol.

How many PJ of biomass (and land/water/fertilizer etc) can we responsibly dedicate for chemistry?



Real sustainable C’s are always ‘the future’ 

Why is it 2023 and are these technology still in infancy?

Will they ever grow up?



Science: high trust, high expectations. Industry: Low trust, low expectations.

Vertrouwen in wetenschap – Monitor 2022. Rathenau Instituut

We have more trust in 
science. Is that justified?

Also in universities we do 
a great deal of 
greenwashing and
storytelling.



Academic storytelling (and longer)

How to sell obscure fundamental research:

THIS WILL CURE CANCER

THIS WILL STOP CLIMATE CHANGE

THIS WILL SOMEDAY BE USEFUL AS A

biomarkers / antibiotic target / vaccine

GIVE ME MONEY!
CRISPR-Cas



Does biotechnology even play a meaningful role in the

energy / feedstock transition?

‘The future of the energy-intensive industry’ - Quintel 2017 

Missing in action: biobased / fermentation.

Plastics future:

Eth(yl)ene → from CO + CO2 from waste gas steel and fertilizer

industry

or 

Electric steam cracking furnaces C from waste streams ?!

Fermentation mostly for boutique chemistry, niches and green 
marketing purposes. 

Chemistry has beaten biochemistry. Tell me why I am wrong.



We were beaten by a combination of: 

Dirt cheap solar/wind 
energy

(right panel: de 
Correspondent/ 
IPCC/Irena average
costs for 1 MW)

An adult/fully developed petrochemical market 
Continuing to do what they know to do well (such as thermal cracking)



Science: high trust, high expectations. Industry: Low trust, low expectations.

Vertrouwen in wetenschap – Monitor 2022. Rathenau Instituut

Too naive
Too immoral

Hope. 
Finally ETS starts to hurt. 
Emissions are quickly becoming
expensive.

Human kind will innovate its
way out of the mess it created.

?

Or will it regulate its way out??



A grim turn: how long will we still sit here together?

Longlasting relations between organisations and
researchers holding on to the dream. Numerous public-
private partnerships.

After 20 years I believe reality is catching up on us. 

Society is running out of patience. Students are running out of 
patience. Politics is running out of patience. 
We’re running out of time. 

For me personally: running out of trust that the CEO of the
company of the corporate partners in the project will choose to
do the right thing, without an authority using force.



I never had a talent for nuance

Tell me why your project, your technology will make a 

credible, scalable difference. Not too far in the future.

Please.

Tell me why your project deserves our trust.

2005? BSc life sciences

Column for university
newspaper in Leiden. 

Were my dreams too big?

Were my expectations too
unrealistic?

2023, writer & columnist

Am I right to be this
disappointed? 

Tell me why I am wrong.

Tell me why biotech is more 

than a niche in the transition, 

or will be soon.
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